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7 sales hiring questions
to identify top talent 



When it comes to building a world-class sales 
organization, the right culture, the right people, 
and the right data are critical. And hiring is 
key. You want salespeople who are energetic, 
gregarious, motivated, and resourceful—people 
who really know how to win. 

In short, you want closers. 

The best reps know to approach a job interview 
like a sales call. Most are great at interviewing. 
So, how do you weed through the flashy resumes 
and inflated track records to find the true quota-
crushing gems? 

It’s all in their pitch. Here are 7 questions to ask 
every rep that comes knocking for a job: Their 
answers will help you separate the guaranteed 
business-boosters from the potential sales-
setbacks. 



2.  Tell me about a deal you’ve lost: 

Here, you’re looking for accountability. A good salesperson 
is always looking for ways to improve, and isn’t afraid to 
admit their mistakes. Do they blame a past failure on the 
product? Or the competition? If so, they won’t boost your 
business. 

3.  How did your W-2s look the last 
three years? 
A smart rep won’t tell you right away. You wouldn’t want 
them to quickly divulge price details on a sales call, and 
they shouldn’t do it during an interview, either. The best 
sales reps will continue to push for further clarification of 
the role, your needs, and their value to the company.  

1. Tell me about a deal you’ve won:
How a sales rep wins a deal says a lot about whether they’ll fit in with your sales culture. Look for reps that share 
credit for their successes and close deals in the face of stiff competition—a combo of teamwork and tenacity is 
sure to keep your pipeline full. This is also an easy way to score a backdoor reference—call the company they 
mention and ask what they thought of them as a rep. 



4.  How did you divide your time? 
In sales, time is money. And many salespeople are wasting 
it. Managing a sales pipeline, closing deals and servicing 
relationships with existing accounts takes a lot of time. 
Good salespeople squeeze hours out of minutes and 
weeks out of days, and are always looking for ways to close 
deals faster. 

5.  Why should we hire you?

Remember, this is sales call for the candidate—their 
most important sales call. And if they can’t effectively sell 
themselves, a product they’ve lived with for years, how will 
they effectively sell your product? Listen closely to how 
they work to convince you they’re the right person for the 
job. Good reps will close the loop. 

6.  What are you short-term goals? 
A good salesperson is always planning their next win. And 
a great candidate will have already thought about, planned 
and prepared for how they’ll build a strong client base and 
fill the pipeline at your company. 

7. What questions do 
you have for me?
A conversation with a top-quality rep is never one-sided. 
The job interview is the time for both sides of the table 
to decide whether it’s a good fit, and if they don’t have 
questions for you, they either haven’t done their homework 
or just need a job. It may seem harsh, but an unemployed 
salesperson is usually not in high demand. You want talent 
you have to win, and who will win for you.



The Importance of Sales Hiring Q&A

Hiring mistakes happen. Many well-intentioned, careful sales 
managers have hired a highly touted sales executive, only to later 
find out they were a complete miss. 

But it pays to be selective. By the time you recruit, hire, train a new 
rep, and provide them with a quality ramp and runway, you’re 
already six months deep. By the time you find a replacement, 
you’ve lost 15 months of another sales cycle. 

Take your time. Don’t be fooled by a carefully curated resume. It’s 
easy to get sucked in and invest in someone you shouldn’t. The 
wrong decision can be costly, but the right one will crush quotas.  

Why Top Sales Organizations Love Domo

Good hiring isn’t all you need to run a killer sales organization. 
Domo helps you see the big picture—from the top of the funnel 
to bottom-line revenue—by bringing all the sales information you 
care about into a single dashboard. Instead of monitoring new 
hire onboarding in one place and pipeline velocity in another, 
Domo helps you see that data in context—so you can make faster, 
better-informed sales decisions.

To learn more, visit domo.com.
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